OLIVIA 2.1 Release Notes

The Olivia 2.1 release is primarily a maintenance release. There is no new end-user functionality.

*** Please report any problems using the new release by sending an email to: olivia-support@hulmail.harvard.edu ***

The release includes the following:

* Upgrade from 4D Server version 2004.2 to 2004.6r2
* An “XML Batch Loader” system to automate ingest of new works sent from other systems
* Data repair routines to correct issues with some FAL notes
* Switch from storing image thumbnails in 4D in favor of retrieving them from IDS

The production OLIVIA system will be unavailable starting at 5:00 PM (Eastern Time) on Friday, August 24th and will be back on line by 9:00 AM Monday, August 27th.

In order to use the new version, users should download and install a new version of the 4D Client program. The new client is available with instructions on the OLIVIA web site, http://hul.harvard.edu/ois/systems/olivia/software.html

Once the new client is installed, users can log in with their existing name and password. The program's start up sequence may be extended the first time it is used on a machine because it will be downloading information about the new version from the server.

You may notice that some images load a bit more slowly. Please notify support if the speed is limiting productivity. Any missing images should also be reported. You may also notice a change in the full-size image displayed when you click on a thumbnail. The image will be scaled to fit inside the display window, which can be resized by dragging the window's lower-right-hand corner. You may also notice that the zoom function has been removed.